On the stolen name of “JHVH”,
“IAO- ABRASAX”
Reply By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
By Lolo Bardonik:
Hello Brothers and Sisters
I've stumbled upon the I-A-O word. In Greek it's been spelled Alpha-Iota-Omega.
Here's a picture of a coin with the letters I-A-O on the second face of the coin
http://www.darkstar1.co.uk/GR1204a.jpg
I've done a brief search over the internet and I'm a little bit confused by what I
found. The name "IAO" is seems to be connected with Abraxas.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/54/Abraxas%2C_Nordisk_fa
miljebok.png
The stone engraving is in Greek and it says "IAO ABRAXAS SAKAOTH"
I've also found a lot of sources that claim the name "IAO" is attributed to the
false jewish god "YHWH". And I'm guessing that the jews are trying to take
ownership of ancient wisdom.
This is what was said in "Isis Unveiled":
It would seem, therefore, but natural to make a difference between the mysterygod [[Iao]], adopted from the highest antiquity by all who participated in the
esoteric knowledge of the priests, and his phonetic counterparts, whom we find
treated with so little reverence by the Ophites and other Gnostics.
In the Ophite gems of King ("Gnostics") we find the name of IAO repeated, and
often confounded with that of Jevo, while the latter simply represents one of the
genii antagonistic to Abraxas. But the name IAO neither originated with, nor was
it the sole property of the Jews. Even if it had pleased Moses to bestow the name
upon the tutelary "Spirit," the alleged protector and national deity of the "chosen
people of Israel," there is yet no possible reason why other nationalities should
receive Him as the Highest and One-living God. But we deny the assumption
altogether. Besides, there is the fact that Jaho or Iao was a "Mystery name" from
the beginning, for
and
never came into use before King David. Anterior
to his time, few or no proper names were compounded with Iah or Jah. It looks
rather as though David, being a sojourner among the Tyrians and Philistines (2
Samuel), brought thence the name of Jehovah. He made Zadok high priest, from
whom came the Zadokites or Sadducees. He lived and ruled first at Hebron
, Habir-on or Kabeir-town, where the rites of the four (mystery-gods) were
celebrated. Neither David nor Solomon recognized either Moses or the law of
Moses. They aspired to build a temple to
, like the structures erected by
Hiram to Hercules and Venus, Adon and Astarte.
Says Furst: "The very ancient name of God, Yaho, written in the Greek law,

appears, apart from its derivation, to have been an old mystic name of the
Supreme deity of the Shemites. Hence it was told to Moses when he was initiated
at Hor-eb -- the cave -- under the direction of Jethro, the Kenite (or Cainite)
priest of Midian. In an old religion of the Chaldeans, whose remains are to be
found among the Neo-Platonists, the highest divinity, enthroned above the seven
heavens, representing the Spiritual Light-Principle . . . . and also conceived of as
Demiurgus,* was called [[Iao]](
), who was, like the Hebrew Yaha, mysterious
and unmentionable, and whose name was communicated to the Initiated. The
Phoenicians had a Supreme God, whose name was trilateral and secret, and he
was [[Iao]]."** (Isis Unveiled), Vol. II., p. 298.)
And this reinforces my suspicions that the name IAO was stolen by the jews and
then was embedded in their teachings, making it appear as if it was their own
from the start.
I've also found the numeric values of the IAO in Ancient Greek (the Ancient Greek
letters were also used in place of numbers in math and had a numerical value):
I (iota) = 10
A (alpha) = 1
O (omega) = 800
this means that the numerical value of IAO = 811
I've also found that the I (iota) represents the phalus (the male energy), the O
(omega) represents the vulva (the female energy) and the A (alpha) represents
the one.
I have a lot of unanswered questions on this subject and if anyone has
researched this subject please comment on this.
Is the word IAO synonym to God?
Is it related to our Demon Abraxas?
Is the word IAO similar to the IO chant that we use in the Full Raum Meditation?
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Raum_Meditation.htm
HAIL FATHER SATAN

Reply:
The IAO is actually the Occult name of Zeus. All Gods, like Thoth, whose Occult Name is
Tehuti, have this name. This is just a representation of the trine force. The jews stole this
and have implemented this behind "JHVH" aside other things, mimicking the Ancient Greek
and other traditions.
This has survived in times, no different than the name of Satan and other names, which
actually have to do with Gods, Demons or Pagan concepts entirely. The jews stolen,
malformed and adjusted these to their agenda, hoping to evade the consequences of such
actions and fooling the populace.
Like Dionysus in the Mysteries who is Bacchus, IAO is actually Zeus. Occult names had to do

with initiations and such and the deeper inner Mysteries of the Greeks and other Pagans.
This was stolen as it represents the trine force which is actually a representation of "God".
As thus the "Father, Son and Holy Spirit" of xianity, which is again stolen from the same
concept.
This is based upon the Greek Kabbalah and probably comes from the Far East, but is
corrupted in its entirety, as the jews have like anything else desecrated this knowledge.
There are also the four corners, I , A , E, O, and then, the vowels which actually correspond
to one chakra. These are like the most basic elements that can be uttered.
From an occult standy, this is how mantras are formed. Most of the Demonic Names are
both aliases of the Gods, but also, mantras that do a lot of things. Many "Names" have been
corrupted over the centuries and this can be seen in the old enemy grimoires and
everywhere else.
Abrasax except of a Demon/God as a being that uses this alias, holds the essence in his name
as that of the Natural Circles. The way the enemy "used" these names were just for show off
and without any real significance, other than to confuse the masses and to hide these things
within their own so called "tradition". With Abrasax it’s related because Abrasax represents
the eternal Natural Circle, understood and whatnot, which is the essence of all
movement/life and then this ties into the Trine Force.
The enemy of course, they have perverted anything. Satan is God, who is the Serpent and
the union of this trine force into existence and in Humanity and definitely, not "JHVH" in
anyway. The enemy indirectly tries to praise serpents, however uncomfortable it is for them,
because they know that all this comes from this Serpentine (trine) energy. This ties in High
Priest Jake's post about the Leviathan. Remember, "God" in this sense means nothing but
the trine force.
"JHVH" is just a rip-off which is stolen from Egyptian concepts, meaning "He who does
magick", or "He who utters and makes things manifest and return to him". This was
formulated into something entirely else, to represent the jews and the enemy collectively
and to foil subconsciously the masses into glorifying this ability for the jews.
"Jesus" comes from "ie Zeus" which means "Zeus Comes" or "May Zeus arrive". This relates
to Dionysus as the Son of Zeus, who initiates people in the Mysteries and sets them free,
guiding them back to their "Father" which is actually the "Trine force" in which is the Male (I)
, Female (O) and the Union, which is (A).

